
 

 

   Scandinavia 
12 Nights / 13 Days  

 

 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE TOUR: 

2 Night: Oslo   

2 Nights: Bergen  

2 Nights: Geiranger  

1 Night: Flam Area   

1 Night: Oslo   

2 Nights: Stockholm   

2 Night: Helsinki   

 



 

 

 

 

DETAILED ITINERARY: 

Day 01: Oslo (Norway) 
Arrive Oslo, the capital of Norway, beautifully 
located at the end of Oslo fjord and surrounded 
by extensive green forests. Oslo occupies an arc 
of land at the northernmost end of the Oslo fjord. 
The fjord, which is nearly bisected by 
the Nesodden peninsula opposite Oslo, lies to the 
south; in all other directions Oslo is surrounded 
by green hills and mountains. Arrive and Check in 
at Hotel. Overnight at Oslo (Meals: Dinner) 
 

 
Day 02:  Oslo (Norway) (190 Kms / Appx 2.30 Hrs) 
After breakfast proceed for orientation tour of Oslo. Oslo 
is beautifully located at the end of Oslo fjord and 
surrounded by extensive green forests. Oslo occupies an 
arc of land at the northernmost end of the Oslo fjord. 
The fjord, which is nearly bisected by 
the Nesodden peninsula opposite Oslo, lies to the south; 
in all other directions Oslo is surrounded by green hills 
and mountains. Proceed on sightseeing tour which 
includes Frogner Park and view the controversial 
Vigeland sculptures created by Gustav Vigeland. 
Thereafter we visit the Akersus castle located in a village 
of Norway with a 200 years old set up and houses.  We 
then proceed to visit where the royal family stays and 
winter Olympic site. Evening free for leisure. Overnight at Oslo. 
(Meals: Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner) 

 
Day 03: Oslo - Bergen (Norway) (463 Kms /Appx 
6.30 Hrs Drive) 
After Breakfast Proceed to Bergen on route enjoying 
the breathtaking view of the fjords. Arrive after a 
journey of Apprx 6.30 hrs. Check in at Hotel. Bergen 
is one of the most beautiful cities of Norway nestled 
between seven mountains. Overnight at 
Bergen.(Meals: Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oslofjord
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fjord
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nesodden
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oslofjord
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fjord
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nesodden


 

 

 
 
Day 04: Bergen (Norway)  
After breakfast proceed on a city tour and see Haakon’s hall, 
built in the 13th century and faithfully restored. We also see 
the National Stage theater, Festplassen (City Park) Old Town 
and New Town of Bergen. Then we take a train to the top of 
Bergen from where we can have a magnificent view of the 
city and fountains.Overnight at Bergen. 
(Meals: Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner) 
  
 

 
Day 05: Bergen - Geiranger (Norway) (380 Kms /Appx 6hrs 
30 mins Drive) 
After breakfast at the hotel proceed to Geiranger. This is 
undoubtedly a drive that is more dramatic than most people are 
used to. We are bound to the landscape and the natural 
surroundings through settlements that have offered us a 
livelihood in times past.  Nevertheless this is merely a diversion 
because on this road you will be bewitched by the spectacular 
surroundings. This road offers a unique experience with lush 
valleys, sheltered strawberry growing areas and viewing points 
that will give you butterflies in your stomach as well as letting 
you admire some of the most wonderful views Norway. Check 

in at Hotel. Geiranger (One of the most famous fjord in Norway).The deep blue UNESCO-protected  is 
surrounded by majestic, snow-covered mountain peaks, wild waterfalls and lush, green vegetation. 
The Geirangerfjord is located in the southwestern part of the county of Møreog Romsdal, north 
in Fjord Norway, approximately 100 kilometers from the town of Ålesund. This town is internationally 
renowned for its distinctive art nouveau architecture. Day free to enjoy the charm and beauty of this 
great site. Overnight at Geiranger. (Meals: Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner) 
 

Day 06: Geiranger (Norway) 
After breakfast proceed to Geiranger fjords Cruise. For 
some of the very best and most dramatic fjord scenery 
anywhere in Norway, don’t miss the chance to experience 
the Geiranger fjord UNESCO World Heritage site from 
Geiranger sightseeing boat. Overnight at Geiranger. 
(Meals: Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner) 
 

 

 

http://www.visitnorway.com/en/where-to-go/fjord-norway/
http://www.visitnorway.com/en/where-to-go/fjord-norway/alesund-sunnmore/


 

 

Day 07: Geiranger – Flam Area (Norway) (281 Kms 

/Appx 6.00 Hrs Drive) 

After breakfast at the hotel proceed to Flam Area by 

coach. Approx. 6.00 hrs. Arrive Flam and proceed to 

board Flamsbana train, which will take us to the altitude 

of 4000 feet, en route witnessing one of the largest water 

falls of Norway. We alight at the station where 3 girls 

would welcome us, dancing in the traditional way. The to 

and fro train journey, alongside the river would be of 2 

hrs. Taking us through 24 tunnels. Later we proceed to 

check in at Hotel. Overnight at Flam Area.(Meals: Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner) 

 

Day 08 Flam Area - Oslo (Norway) (312 Kms / Appx 

4.00 Hrs) After breakfast we check out from the hotel 

and proceed towards Oslo. This is a breathtaking drive 

and one of the worlds picturesque drive of entire 

scandivian region. With huge mountains, valleys, rivers 

and many other seens of mother nature along the way. 

We shall also have our Lunch enroute in the wild and in 

the lap of mother nature. Arrive Oslo and Check in at the 

Hotel. Overnight at Oslo.(Meals: Breakfast, Lunch and 

Dinner) 

 

Day 09: Oslo- Stockholm (Sweden) (550 Kms / 

Appx 6.30 Hrs) 

After breakfast check out from hotel and proceed to 

Stockholm, Arrive Stockholm and proceed to check in 

at Hotel. Stockholm is the capital of Sweden and the 

most populous city in the Nordic region and cultural, 

media, political, and economic center of Sweden. The 

Stockholm region is home to around 22% of Sweden's 

total population. Stockholm is one of the most 

crowded museum-cities in the world with around 100 

museums, visited by millions of people every year. Overnight at Stockholm.(Meals: Breakfast, Lunch 

and Dinner) 



 

 

Day 10: Stockholm (Sweden)  

After breakfast proceed to city tour passing through 

old town, a fascinating medieval area. We pass through 

the elegant royal palace; you can also see the famous 

change of guards. Stroget (Great Square), the hub of 

the old town, and the stock exchange, now home of 

Swedish army, Later we take Boat ride for Stockholm 

city by Under the Bridge. The old town streets are 

lined with smart boutiques, art galleries and antique 

shops.(Meals: Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner) 

  
 
 

Day 11: Stockholm - Helsinki (Finland)  

After breakfast we proceed to Stockholm airport to 

board flight for Helsinki. Arrive Helsinki and proceed 

on a sightseeing orientation tour visiting the 

Senaatintori square, , Parliament House, Finlandia 

Hall, Sibelius Park & Monument, Underground Temple 

and much more. The Finlandia building is made by the 

famous architect Alvar Aalto. The Temppeliaukion 

Church, built in the rock is today one of the city’s main 

attractions, Sibelius monument . Later we Check  in at 

the Hotel. Overnight at Helsinki. .(Meals: Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner) 

 
 
 
Day 12: Helsinki - Tallinn - Helsinki(Finland)  

After Breakfast we proceed to board a ferry for Tallinn. 

Arrive Tallinn after 2.5 Hrs of Ferry and proceed to Old 

Town Square – which was bustling and alive by the time, 

Alexander Nevsky Cathedral, St Olav’s Church, 

Raekoja Platz. Later we return back to Helsinki after 

spending the whole day in Tallinn. Overnight at Helsinki. 

.(Meals: Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner) 

 

 



 

 

 

Day 13: Helsinki - Onward Flight  

After breakfast check out from hotel and proceed to Helsinki International Airport to board flight for 

your Home destination. Tour Ends with Happy and sweet memories. 

ADD ON TOUR - RUSSIA 
 
* 2 Nights:  St. Petersburg -   
* 2 Nights:  Moscow -    
 
Day 13: Helsinki – St.Petersburg (Russia)  
After breakfast proceed to St. Petersburg. Arrive & check in at hotel. Arrive and Check in at the Hotel. 

Rest of the day we explore St. Petersburg.   Overnight at St Petersburg.(Meals: Breakfast, Lunch and 

Dinner) 

Day 14: St. Petersburg (Russia)  
After breakfast we proceed to visit the world famous 

Hermitage Museum. The State Hermitage is amuseum of 

art and culture in Saint Petersburg, Russia. One of the 

largest and oldest museums in the world, it was founded 

in 1764 by Catherine the Great and has been open to the 

public since 1852. Of six buildings of the main museum 

complex, five, named the Winter Palace, Small Hermitage, 

Old Hermitage, New Hermitage and Hermitage Theatre, 

are open to the public for a city tour which includes St. 

Isaac’s cathedral the Peter & Paul fortress and statue of 

peter the great. Evening historical walking tour on 

Neveskyprospects.Overnight at St Petersburg. (Meals: Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner) 

 
Day 15: St. Petersburg -Moscow (Russia) After 

Breakfast proceed to St Petersburg Station to board 

train for Moscow. Arrive Moscow International Airport 

& check in at Hotel. Evening enjoy Russian circus. A 

circus is a company of performers that may include 

clowns, acrobats, trained animals, trapeze acts, 

musicians, hoopers, tightrope walkers, jugglers, 

unicyclists and other object manipulation and stunt-

oriented artists. The term 'circus' also describes the 

performance which has followed various formats 

through its 150-year modern history Overnight at Moscow. (Meals: Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Museum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_Petersburg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catherine_the_Great


 

 

  
 
Day 16: Moscow (Russia)  

After breakfast proceed to a half day city tour of 

Moscow covering such famous highlights as St. Basils 

domed cathedral, the Kremlin walls, red square and 

Lenin’s tomb. Afternoon we proceed for tour of the 

Russian Metro. One will appreciate as we proceed on a 

short metro tour. Overnight at Moscow.(Meals: 

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner) 

 
 
Day 17: Moscow - Mumbai  
After breakfast proceed to Moscow International airport to board flight for onward destination/home. 

Tour ends with sweet memories. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


